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The poor quality of water, as well as its restricted supply and availability, is one of the biggest

challenges of our time, with presently two-fifth's of the world's population unable to find

adequate fresh water for essential usage.Over 40 years' research has been carried out on the

positive effects that rhythms and specific water flow has on water's capacity to support life.

Energizing Water presents this cutting-edge research to the general and professional reader at

a time when interest in finding solutions to water's huge worldwide problems is growing

rapidly.Three aspects determine water quality: its chemical constituents (including its oxygen

levels); its organic aspects (with the danger of contamination by effluent, pathogens and

algae); and its 'energetic' nature. The latter facet has been recognized from time immemorial

by traditional societies, who have developed their own sciences in relation to water quality,

using terms such as prana and chi for energy. Now, through the introduction of quantum

physics into the life sciences, modern science is beginning to accept this concept, measuring

energy as light emission.Research into energetic water quality - and particularly into the

creation of moulded surfaces that support biological purification of the chemical and organic

elements, as well as enlivening the energetic attributes - goes back to George Adams' and

John Wilkes' pioneering work in the 1960s. The invention of Flowform technology in 1970

carried this research further, providing the world with one of the first modern-day, biomimicry

eco-technologies. This creative technology applies nature's best methods to produce

extraordinary results, and this book outlines the background story on research and application

of the Flowform method today.JOHN WILKES originated the Flowform Method in 1970

following periods of work with George Adams and Theodor Schwenk. After further research,

project work led to installations in many countries. In 2002 an Institute was built at Emerson

College providing more adequate space for research into the qualitative effects of rhythmic

movement on water.JOCHEN SCHWUCHOW is a freelance research and teaching consultant

at Emerson College in England.IAIN TROUSDELL is director of the Healing Water Institute in

NZ
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supportersBIBLIOGRAPHYINTRODUCTIONThe noblest of the elements is water.Pindar

(518-438 BC)This book, a collation of 40 years of research into Flowform®* eco-technology

and its effects on water, is published at a time when the poor quality and availability of fresh

water worldwide is becoming generally accepted as an urgent global issue whose importance

is on a par with global warming.Global thirst is a vital issue now for about two billion people,

who have to struggle daily to find decent water for drinking, cooking and washing.As long ago

as 1970, when John Wilkes invented his Flowform technology, water quality was a major issue

in industrialized countries. Since then the added burden on water has continually increased,

and humanity’s response has as yet fallen far short of what is needed.The work of the Healing

Water Institute is to invent, develop and research technologies based on nature’s own perfect

methods in order to increase water’s capacity to support life. This technology is of course also

practically applied and installed, and has already been used in over 2500 projects in some 50

countries.The other major aspect of our work is to educate as many people as possible about

water’s fascinating, creative secrets so that we all understand the vital nature of this wonderful

element. Unless we profoundly appreciate it, how can we be moved to change things to help it?

When we help water we are helping ourselves, and all of nature.The Flowform work has been

carried out by a relatively small number of colleagues around the world who have seen the

practical value of creating designs that re-energize human-captured water with heart rhythms

and the dynamics of mountain cascades, before putting it back to work in our industrial,

agricultural and domestic situations.Presently humanity captures drinkable water from 65% of

the world’s natural fresh-water sources. UNESCO tells us that within 35 years this will rise to

90%. So what does this mean?With our deplorable record of polluting this water, chemically,

organically and energetically, it means that the world’s water will no longer be able to support

all life on this planet, as it has done previously through aeons.We pollute the seas through

discharge from our farms, factories and not least from our homes. It is of vital importance that

we change the way we think, for our polluting practices all stem from the way we work, or don’t

work, with nature. And these practices all originate from our thoughts, and lack of

understanding.The Flowform invention is a prime example of a new way of thinking, a new

paradigm of inventive, ‘living thinking’, where practical solutions are developed by studying

nature’s subtle metamorphic and rhythmic processes. Such study has led to this effective

Flowform method of water treatment - which is actually nature’s own method. To be more

accurate, the work combines two of nature’s best-known rejuvenation methods - the active

vitality of the mountain stream and the rhythmic pulse of nature in all living things.This aspect

of the ‘living pulse’ may seem somewhat non-scientific to some, but again this is a paradigm

issue, and thus one of human thinking. Rhythm exists wherever there is life, even when there is



no pulsing heart. Water is the carrier of these subtle and essential rhythms, mediating the

creative forces continually at work throughout nature. Life without rhythm is actually

death.When water is removed from its natural context and treated in a purely mechanical and

chemical manner, its capacity to support life is reduced. Nature has known what it is doing, so

to speak, and unless we learn quickly and profoundly from it we will fail to be in harmony with

it. And nature, as we are discovering, is far stronger than humanity wherever disharmony

arises.Flowform technology offers the chance to return captured and spoiled water to its

natural context, invoking nature’s own wisdom even in an agricultural, industrial and domestic

environment.Much more research is needed into this whole area, and recent decades have

only seen the start of what might develop.Since the turn of the new century we find that our

work with rhythmic and surface influences on water is meeting with greater understanding and

that new, exciting opportunities are developing. University water science of the last 15 years,

influenced by quantum physics, has also entered the same theoretical fields that we have been

exploring for decades. Based on Rudolf Steiner’s scientific suggestions in the 1920s, the

present Healing Water Institute’s work draws on investigations by highly qualified scientists

such as Ehrenfried Pfeiffer, Theodor Schwenk, Eugen and Lily Kolisko, and George Adams.

John Wilkes studied under the latter and became assistant in his water movement

research.John Wilkes, Nick Thomas and Nigel Wells first established the Healing Water

Institute in 1975. It is now registered as a Charitable Trust (no. 1133741), and is based at

Emerson Village, Sussex, England, with sister institutes in New Zealand and the USA, and

other scientific associations developing elsewhere.The concept of energetic water quality

introduced in this book inevitably gives rise also to that of energetic water pollution. This is a

new idea to many western thinkers, though not to Asian and other traditional thinkers who are

aware of related concepts such as that of ‘prana’ or ‘chi’, the basis of longstanding and

effective Vedic and Taoist sciences.Modern western quantum physics has advanced the

concept of energy information emitted as signature frequencies from the material molecular

level. Water is vulnerable to and creative with this energetic information to a remarkable

degree. Throughout evolution, of course, nature has managed to renew water so that the

creative information it contains can sustain living things.John Wilkes (right) and Costantino

Giorgetti (Trustees) in front of the Healing Water Institute building at Emerson Village, Sussex,

EnglandThe interference of human inventions, based on mechanistic thinking sundered from

nature, too often works counter to this ongoing, natural creative energy that is central to life.We

ignore the configuring forces at work in nature at our peril. As part of this urgently needed new

paradigm of living thinking in tune with nature we need to consider the source of creative life

processes as supersensible and acting from invisible realms into the physical world, rather

than as some biochemical coincidence that has evolved accidentally. This is a small theoretical

step to take, bearing in mind that modern physics has for decades been developing concepts

far removed from human sensory perception.This book therefore presents the pioneering

efforts by a team of highly qualified and committed researchers and designers inspired by the

work of John Wilkes and George Adams. They have sought to discover more about the

influences of formative forces* on water and living things.Our key question remains: ‘How can

mankind effectively reintroduce nature’s rhythmic enlivening processes into water in order to

enhance its life-supporting qualities?’This book is published with sincere gratitude to all those

who have dedicated some portion of their lives to the Healing Water endeavour, through their

interest in rhythm research, the influence of formative forces on water, and via water upon

nature.Bringing together a collation of many decades of research is a team effort and the

authors especially want to thank publisher Sevak Gulbekian and the editorial team of Matthew



Barton and Eileen Lloyd as well as Alison Trousdell and Constantino Giorgetti for their patient

and determined help.All who wish to help us in this urgent task of improving water’s quality can

contact us via the following websites:February 2010* Flowform is a registered trademark.*

‘Formative forces’ are those supersensible forces which work into the physical world to fashion

the forms of living organisms.1. WATER QUALITIES SUPPORTING LIFEBackground

ConceptsWater is the principle of all things. Everything originates from water, and into water all

things shall return again.Thales of Milet (AD 625-545)Traditional approaches to water’s

energetic qualitiesSince the beginning of recorded history, humans established a strong

relationship to water as a life-sustaining substance. In a wide variety of cultures and

civilizations stretching over several thousand years, water held a unique place in the physical,

intellectual and spiritual lives of people. And some basic insights into water appear to

transcend both culture and time.For ancient people, collecting water often took great effort and

labour, and they were aware of its indispensable nature and energetic qualities. Rather than an

inanimate liquid, water was considered to be an essential and primordial substance from which

the universe arose and was made manifest. People’s inner relationship to water was often one

of ritual reverence and worship. Water was considered to be a conscious and life-giving entity

filled with spiritual and divine beings, and a link between the physical and spiritual

world.Reverence for this life-giving substance was frequently expressed at places where it

sprang from the body of the earth to its surface. These locations included springs, streams,

rivers and lakes, which became sacred sources of nourishment, and the sites of offerings,

rituals and prayer.This kind of water worship was practised, evidently, in many of the major

civilizations of the world, including those of Sumeria, Babylon, Egypt, Troy, Greece and Rome,

as well as in indigenous cultures of the American Indians, Australian Aborigines, and some of

the African tribes (Marrin 2002). Their rituals were intended to show reverence and give thanks

for an essence which they experienced as life-giving and with which they felt a strong inner

connection.Many ancient cultures around the world recognized that the interaction between

water and fire, represented by the sun, is fundamental to all forms of life on earth. Frequently,

according to their mythologies, creation was preceded by an original state of chaos, which was

identified as a void, abyss or primordial sea (Marrin 2002).In Sumerian history, the god of the

watery underworld Enki embodied both water and wisdom, and was believed to have evolved

from the same underworld ocean that created heaven (Marrin 2002). Throughout Sumerian

history, water was associated with heaven and worshipped as a substance of wisdom and

magic.In Greek mythology, the River Styx formed the boundary between earth and the

underworld or Hades, and was said to circle Hades nine times. The Styx served as a

crossroads where the worlds of the living and dead and of mortal and immortal encountered

one another.In Egyptian mythology, water in the form of moisture was worshipped in the god

Tefnut, who was symbolized by the moon. The Egyptians, like the Sumerians and Babylonians,

believed that the heavens and the earth and all its life were created from the celestial or

primordial waters.In Mesopotamian mythology, the original waters were associated with the

creative ‘chaos’ that existed before the world was made (Marrin 2002).In the Romantic Age in

the West (18 c.) this intuitive understanding could still be found, with water considered to be

the carrier of formative processes. In Romantic nature-philosophy, it was seen as the

substance archetypal of a formless quality that was both open and highly receptive at the same

time – which Novalis in his Fragments called ‘sensitive chaos’.In the Polynesian South Pacific

the Maori people considered water (wai) to be purely spiritual, created continually anew as rain

in the form of tears falling from the father sky god Rangi yearning for his wife Papa, the earth.

The Maori experienced and treated water by sensing its spiritual energy quality (mauri) and



considered themselves a portion of water itself. Types of water were waiora (purest, refreshed

holy water), waimaori (running freely), waikino (polluted or spoilt) and waimate (dead water,

with no life force). Sea water also had gradations with waitai being enlivened surf water. There

were specific etiquettes of behaviour and inner response required for each of these types of

water (I. Trousdell personal communication).Throughout Asia, both Taoist and Vedic sciences

perceived ‘prana’ and ‘chi’ as the essence of water, through which life imparts form to all things.

This life essence could be worked with consciously.Dowsing is an art and technique of water

sensitivity that, historically, humans developed at an early stage, allowing them to expand their

abilities beyond three-dimensional and sensory limitations. Used mostly in the past to find

water, the art of dowsing – also called radiaesthesia – has now been extended to encompass

many aspects of human life, such as medical diagnosis.The earliest sign of dowsing usage

comes from an inscription on a grave in Brittany that is 4500-5000 years old (J. Rasmus 1998).

The fact that dowsing has existed in various forms for several thousand years highlights

ancient wisdom about water’s energetic qualities.Dowsers claim that they can perceive these

energetic qualities (frequently called E-rays or earth-rays) with the help of rods of special

shapes. Traditionally, the most commonly used rod was a Y-shaped branch from a tree or bush

(often hazel twigs were chosen), and many dowsers today use a pair of L-shaped metal rods to

detect water, metals or general objects.Some authors who have done research into the field of

dowsing, suggest that these abilities may be explained by postulating human sensitivity to

small magnetic-field gradient changes (Baker 1983, Presti and Pettgrew 1980, Rocard

1981).The persistence of dowsing through the centuries can be regarded as a human quest for

understanding the qualities of water at a deeper level beyond ordinary sensory

perception.Thus knowledge of certain energetic qualities of water beyond mere chemical and

physical properties was inherent in many traditional cultures. By contrast, in the modern world

we treat water as a mere commodity to irrigate crops, produce hydroelectric energy, provide

transportation, and as a coolant or solvent.Recently science has discovered that water is not

only fundamental to the energetic processes sustaining our biosphere and to supporting and

mediating biological processes, but also plays an essential role in star formation from

interstellar gas and dust clouds. Now, in the twenty-first century, we face decisions of immense

importance regarding water that will affect our well-being and the future quality of our lives, as

well as all living organisms on our planet. Instead of treating water as a mere commodity to

meet our immediate needs, we need a wider context of insight as the basis for decisions about

our impending – and many say already present – water crisis.Water as an omnipresent and life-

giving substanceWater is the most common substance on the earth’s surface and as such

carries and supports every aspect of life. It accounts for about 95% of the fertilized human egg,

and the amount of water in a mature human body is more than 70%. About the same amount

(71%) of the earth’s surface is covered with water. Of all the water on earth, 97.4% consists of

salty sea water, 2% is frozen ice, and only 0.6% of the earth’s water reserve is fresh, potable

water in a continuous cycle of evaporation, precipitation, flow and percolation.Water moves in

intimate relationships to the surfaces over which it flows. Over longer periods it erodes and

shapes them in accordance with its own rhythmic nature, as in riverbeds, beaches or rocks the

world over. It will form surfaces, such as when it moves through the air as clouds or when it is

contained in some way. Water also has the ability to form internal surfaces or layer sheaths

within itself.The quality of water is difficult to define and does not solely depend on its chemical

composition. One aspect concerns the relation of water to its ecological context and to its

capacity to support life. Another aspect concerns its purity. Unwanted chemical and biological

constituents create pollution while, on the other hand, the lack of certain trace elements



reduces the life-supporting quality of water. In its ecological context, water used to possess the

correct trace elements in the correct proportions, introduced into it quite naturally.Even after

chemical and biological purification, water contains certain electromagnetic frequencies that

can be supportive or harmful. Water quality therefore has at least three major aspects, all of

which we need to take into account:1. Chemical: basic inorganic element combinations within

water.2. Organic: micro-organisms, algae and other materials, dead or alive.3. Energetic:

condition of freshness, or the internal microstructure condition of the water.Fig. 1 Path of

vortices in cloud formations (top), sometimes generated when a cloud bank passes a high

mountain point. Path of vortices in water (bottom left and centre), made by a straight-line

movement through a solution of glycerine and water dusted with a fine powder to render

visible. Meander formation in rock (bottom right)Energetic water quality can be assessed

through the various frequencies emitted from it, as well as through other methods such as

scientific crystallization, showing levels of entropy (disorder and order) within the internal

harmonic structures.Only in the absence of harmful chemical, organic and energetic influences

can water be considered as life-supporting for the organism and in balance with the

environment.Given that this balance has been impaired, how can life processes still be

influenced in a positive way, and water’s mediating capacity be enhanced?To restore water to

this original qualitative state is not simply a matter of chemical and physical manipulation. Such

action needs to be supported with specific treatments that affect water’s energetic qualities,

such as potentizing (used in homoeopathy) and rhythmical movement.Water enables the

individual organism to be rightly embedded within its immediate and also cosmic environment.

We are increasingly eroding this capacity as we continue to pollute water and use it

technologically without being aware of its life-supporting function. We alter or destroy water’s

complex structures by passing it through pipes, turbines or artificially straightened rivers. As we

use water for transportation and industry, for effluent treatment and energy production, it is

increasingly cut off from its natural state.Artificial urban landscapes lead to significant changes

in the natural water cycle. In a natural forest, more than two thirds of the rain water evaporates,

about a quarter filters into the ground, and less than 5% of all water runs off. In contrast, in a

typical urban region only one third of the water evaporates, about a tenth filters into the ground,

and more than half of all rain water runs off, leading to a lowering of the ground water level,

and – when combined with the influence of straightened rivers – creates severe problems of

flooding (Geiger and Dreiseitl 1995). As vital and pollutant-free natural water supplies become

more scarce, we need to support and enhance water’s natural, life-giving function, finding ways

to restore it to its original vigour and vitality by nurturing it on its own specific terms.Water – a

substance with surprising propertiesFor a long time, H2O appeared to be the pivotal centre of

chemical knowledge, and water one of the best-known substances. All atomic weights were

calculated with respect to hydrogen and oxygen. Harold Urey’s discovery in 1931 of deuterium

oxide (D2O), or heavy water, put paid to that illusion and shook the foundations of chemistry at

the time. It demonstrated that despite water’s omnipresence and significance for all organisms

it was not well known at all. Urey found a method of concentrating deuterium – a type of

hydrogen containing one proton and one neutron in its nucleus – by distillation of liquid

hydrogen. Thus it was proved that there was not only one element of hydrogen but it existed in

a mixture of different types of hydrogen, called isotopes, with different nuclei and varying

atomic weights.From the point of view of physics, water also has very anomalous and

surprising properties:• Compared with similar chemical substances, according to its molecular

weight the freezing point would be expected to be around – 120°C, and the boiling point

around – 75°C; therefore water would not exist in the liquid state under normal temperature



conditions. However, water is prevented from evaporating at these low temperatures, because

the water molecules, due to their dipole charges, combine to form long chains with hydrogen

bonds. At our body temperature of 37°C, approximately 300 to 400 molecules combine to form

clusters. The colder the water is, the longer these chains normally become (Ludwig

1991).• Upon freezing, due to its expansive crystal structure, water increases in volume,

instead of shrinking like most other substances.• Water’s highest density is at + 4°C (anomaly

point). Below this temperature it expands instead of contracting, causing ice to float on top of

warmer water. This is the reason why lakes and oceans do not freeze at the bottom first (Schiff

1995).• Water needs twice as long as one would expect, by comparison with other chemical

substances, to absorb or give off heat.• Water requires much more thermal energy for

evaporation than comparable substances. If this were not the case, large volumes of the

oceans would evaporate every day and return to earth at night (Kroplin 2001).• Water has a

much higher surface tension than comparable substances, in an order of 70 x 10(-3) N/m

instead of an expected 7 x 10(-3) N/m. (Newton per metre is the unit of force acting on the

peripheral surface, which tries to reduce the surface area.)• Water is one of the best solvents,

since 84 out of the known 103 elements of the earth are soluble in water. Therefore water is

essential for the transport of nutrients in all organisms (Kroplin 2001).• Another anomaly of

biological importance is the abnormally high dielectric constant of water, which permits very

large electric fields within living cells (Schiff 1995).• The critical temperature is at 374.2°C

instead of 50°C. This refers to the temperature above which a gas can no longer be liquefied,

however high the pressureIn fact, it is precisely these anomalous properties of water that have

made life possible on earth (Schiff 1995). For example, the fact that water drops are stable due

to the high surface tension of water is important for sustaining life. When water is carried

through the xylem up plant stems, the strong intermolecular attractions hold the water column

together and prevent tension rupture caused by transpiration pull. Other liquids with lower

surface tension would have a higher tendency to ‘rip’, forming a vacuum or air pockets and

rendering the xylem water-transport inoperative.However, these anomalous properties cannot

account for the capacities of cluster formation, communication or memory of water that have

been studied in some detail by Jacques Benveniste, Masaru Emoto, Del Giudice and

Preparata, and others.Information transport and water memoryIn recent years, the so-called

‘memory of water’ has been the subject of controversial discussions. In several independent

laboratories around the world, indications have been found that water is capable of storing and

transmitting information about substances that have been in contact with it (Davenas et al.

1988, Belon et al. 1999, 2004, Ludwig 1991. For further references see Schiff 1995).French

immunologist Jacques Benveniste announced that a homoeopathically diluted solution of

antibodies could activate white blood cells (basophils) without relying on a chemical reaction,

indicating a capacity of water to retain a memory of substances that it no longer contains

(Davenas et al. 1988). In 2004, Madeleine Ennis and colleagues published an article in

Inflammation Research claiming: ‘...it has been shown that high dilutions of histamine may

indeed exert an effect on basophil activity ... We are however unable to explain our findings and

are reporting them to encourage others to investigate this phenomenon’ (Belon et al. 2004).

Following up on a study they had published in the same journal in 1999, the researchers

concluded that a memory effect did exist (Belon et al. 1999).Michel Schiff (after excluding all

publications in homoeopathic journals) reported that by 1994 he had already found 25 scientific

articles published by 17 different research groups reporting effects at high dilution (Schiff

1995).Benveniste also conducted numerous transmission experiments, in which chemical

information seemed to be transmitted to a solution through an electronic device without the



concomitant transport of molecules (Schiff 1995).Masaru Emoto uses water crystals as an

indicator of the quality of drinking water. He also claims that crystal formation can be influenced

by words, names, conscious thought or music. Emoto’s findings support the idea that water

reflects human consciousness, and that it is capable of storing and transmitting information. He

concludes that our knowledge of water is still extremely poor and limited (Emoto 1999).

However, the scientific relevance of Emoto’s work needs to be questioned since only one

picture of each sample is ever shown in his publications. He does not appear to mention his

criteria for choosing an individual image from the series of a hundred or more pictures he

claims to take for each sample.Hydrogen bonding and the bipolar nature of waterWater differs

from other liquids in that it forms a ‘two-phase system’. This means that in addition to a

disorganized proportion of water molecules it also appears to have a highly ordered proportion.

The ordered phase is also referred to as crystalline fluid, since it has the same high degree of

order as a crystal.While the energetic bonds in the normal, disordered fluid phase are rather

low, the inter-molecular forces in the crystalline-fluid part represent a very high level of energy,

leading to connections between several hundred water molecules. These inter-molecular

bonds are referred to as hydrogen bridges. Several such bonds produce a complex lattice

system with an unmeasurably high number of possible structures for the crystalline-fluid phase

of the water. This lattice system can vibrate like an instrument and reveal a large number of its

own individual frequencies.Water is a polar molecule: it has separate positive and negative

charges and thus exists as an electric dipole. This is due to the 104.5° angle of the hydrogen

bonds to the oxygen atom (Block 2004). The oxygen atom attracts the electron of the hydrogen

atom, thus the region around the oxygen is negative compared to the positive region around

the hydrogen atoms. Because of this molecular configuration, water molecules attract one

another and are linked by these hydrogen bonds, forming so-called clusters. This clustering

imparts a crystalline property to the water (structural water). Water has the capacity to align

into 400-500 hydration layers (Pollack 2001). At body temperature, there are about 300-400

water molecules cross-linked into a cluster. In living organisms, the clusters form hydration

layers around biological molecules.Due to their bipolar nature, water molecules line up in an

electric field. If the field direction is reversed, the molecules will about-face. As long as the

frequency of the imposed field is not too high, water molecules will continue to flip with the

imposed frequency. When the frequency is raised beyond a critical value, the water molecules

will no longer be able to respond in timely fashion. For ordinary water, the critical frequency for

this weakening is 20 GHz. In structural water, the critical frequency drops to 10 kHz.

Frequencies below these limits allow the structural water to move in resonance with the

entraining or influencing frequency. Alternating current frequencies (50 Hz, 60 Hz) are well

within this range and are known to deleteriously affect many biological processes (Block 2004).

The Fourth Phase of Water: Beyond Solid, Liquid, and Vapor, Gardening with Less Water: Low-

Tech, Low-Cost Techniques; Use up to 90% Less Water in Your Garden, The Secret

Intelligence of Water: Macroscopic Evidence of Water Responding to Human Consciousness,

Electric Body, Electric Health: Using the Electromagnetism Within (and Around) You to Rewire,

Recharge, and Raise Your Voltage, The Water Wizard – The Extraordinary Properties of

Natural Water (Ecotechnology Book 1), Restoration Agriculture: Real-World Permaculture for

Farmers, The Way of the Water Priestess: Entering the World of Water Magic, The Magic of

Reality: How We Know What's Really True, The Blind Watchmaker: Why the Evidence of
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Evolution Reveals a Universe without Design, Life on Earth, The Selfish Gene: 40th

Anniversary edition (Oxford Landmark Science), The Ancestor's Tale: A Pilgrimage to the

Dawn of Evolution, Climbing Mount Improbable, Evolution: The Triumph of an Idea, Unweaving

the Rainbow: Science, Delusion and the Appetite for Wonder, The Extended Phenotype: The

Long Reach of the Gene (Oxford Landmark Science), A Universe from Nothing: Why There Is

Something Rather than Nothing

Pam Redmer, “What do you really know about water?. What did I know about water? I took it

for granted. Never again. "The need for a better understanding of water's rhythmic, energetic

and life-supporting qualities requires the conscious development of an imagination that

combines scientific rigor with artistic sensibility and sensitivity to nature's flowing, living

presence." (p.27) The authors bring awe, inspiration and elegance to a simple subject at a

critical time in our global history. A must read for environmentalists, artists and anyone curious

about water.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “fabulous book. Inspirational and beautifully presented information”

The book by Jochen Schwuchow has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 11 people have provided

feedback.
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Flowform treatment on cress germination and growth, by Orit Loyter (2005) Abstract
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